
What separates you from your competitors in a driver's mind? Drivers are on the

road, away from your offices for most of the time they're working with you. They

want a good work/life balance, solid amenities, and open communication.

However, if a competitor is offering better pay that you can't beat, what do you do?

It can be challenging to develop a strong bond with your drivers. Transportation

companies need to show drivers they are a valued part of the company, despite not

having a lot of face-to-face time. If drivers know you care, they will be less likely

to leave because they will be more invested in their work.

Rewards programs provide this opportunity for carriers, while also encouraging

actions and behaviors that optimize their fleet. A well-designed rewards program

can strengthen loyalty amongst drivers. Rewarding drivers for going above and

beyond (or even for doing the little things consistently) makes your appreciation

for their hard work tangible in a way that their weekly paycheck simply can’t.

Saying “thank you” for tasks that are typically thank-less is a great way to build

your relationship with drivers. With better relationships, everyone benefits. 

While starting a new rewards program may seem daunting, it doesn't have to be.
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Full control over what activities and behaviors reward drivers points to

encourage the kind of culture you want to build

Recognition of important milestones through longevity-based points and

rewards, which cultivates loyalty

Dashboard that lets drivers track and review how many points they have and

what they can do to earn more

Thousands of items available for drivers to claim, catering to a variety of

tastes

Custom-branded rewards site that reinforces your company's branding and

image

Effortless fulfillment of rewards by a vendor partner 

Creates an additional communication channel with drivers 

A catalog of rewards that provides a variety of options for redeeming points

so all drivers are satisfied with the offerings

A customizable program that rewards drivers for the activities and

behaviors you find most valuable

A rewards system that adds value instead of draining resources

Stay Metrics offers a rewards program that carriers can design based on key

milestones and behaviors, such as clean inspections, training, and accident-

free miles, keeping drivers engaged and connected. Drivers track their current

point totals and can redeem points for a wealth of items, like electronics,

home goods, movies, tools, and more.

Create a stronger bond with your drivers
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